
1) Lupe is afraid of this food item in My Gym Partner’s a Monkey and an anthropomorphic version of
this food item later tries to come find Lupe. In 22 Jump Street, Kyle claims that he came out to enjoy
this (*) foodstuff, and he is honestly feeling so attacked right now. In Kramer vs Kramer, Ted bungles
making this food for his son’s breakfast, insisting that “milk always gets added last.” For 10 points, name
this variant of cooked bread, named for a European country.
ANSWER: French Toast <Brad>

2) The daughter of Sydney Poitier, Sydney Tamiia Poitier, had a short run on this series as a journalism
teacher who later goes on sudden maternity leave. Both Alia Shawkat and Michael Cera guest star in
a season 2 episode of this series set at the fictional California liberal arts college named (*) Hearst.
The first season of this series follows the investigation of the Lily Kane murder that took place in Neptune,
California. For 10 points, name this teen noir series by Rob Thomas that stars Kristin Bell as the title PI and
high school student.
ANSWER: Veronica Mars

3) In 1970, Willie Mays got home from first base when Willie McCovey bunted, because the Phillies did
this thing.  Lou Boudreau created this thing, to stop Cy Williams, though it was more famously
employed against (*) Ted Williams. The “Ortiz” variant of this thing only leaves three infielders. The IAL
has effectively banned this practice by requiring two fielders on each side of second base. For 10 points,
name this defensive baseball strategy, consisting of sliding the defense over to accomodate for hitters who
always hit the same direction.
ANSWER: Infield Shift <Brad>

4) One character in this game says “to shreds you say?” after taking a character action, a reference to
Futurama. That character will help you if you sober her up with a caffenoid you find on Monarch.
One character in this game is rescued by Phineas Wells and has the ability to use tactical (*) time
dilation. This game takes place in a timeline where Wiliam McKinley was never assassinated, allowing
robber barons to colonize space in 2355. For 10 points, name this 2019 Obsidian game where you play as
“The Stranger” and explore the Halcyon Colony.
ANSWER: The Outer Worlds <Brad>

5) Spencer Brown took this action to celebrate being taken in the third round of the NFL draft and
“Pinto Ron” claimed that he would never do this physical activity because of his age. This action was
banned in stadium premises in 2018, except for two lots. In January of 2021(*), Josh Allen claimed he
would set a certain object on fire and take this action if the Bills won the Super Bowl, and the “Bills Mafia”
have been notorious for taking this action in pregaming since 2016 or so. For 10 points, name this action in
which a certain folding object is destroyed after drunken fans jump into it from the top of an RV or camper.
ANSWER: Jumping through a Table [as per usual with these answerlines, be generous, especially with
prompts]  <Brad>

6) A rapper compares one of these events held by the Royal Family to pageantry on “See Me Now.” In a
song against these events, a rapper says he “feels like Pablo when [he’s] workin’ on his shoes” and
that “He feels like Pablo” when he sees himself on the news. That same song titled for these events
sees Kendrick (*) Lamar say to a girl “he likes [her] bougie booty” to “Come Erykah Badu Me.” For 10
points, Kanye wants “No More” of the LA type of this jovial event, often littered with libations and bad
decisions.
ANSWER: Party [Accept “No More Parties in LA”]



7) Due to appearing in an ad spot for this food, Dev from Master of None is able to pay his rent for
years. In 2014, this dairy product was made a side option for McDonald’s Happy Meals. One
catchphrase for this product is  (*) “slurp til it’s flat,” with ads seeing children turn two dimensional from
this foodstuff. This foodstuff is known as Yoplait Tubes in Canada and Frubes in the UK. For 10 points,
name this portable yogurt that has flavors like strawberry and berry.
ANSWER: Go-Gurt

8) Charlene tells one character in this film to get her an anniversary present, only for him to offer a
stick of gum. A young Randy Quaid plays the rich boy Lester Marlow from Wichita Falls in this film.
In this film, Genevieve calls one girl “the only (*) pretty girl” in the tiny town of Anarene. Duane goes to
a showing of the John Wayne film Red River, who's showing names this film, before being shipped out to
Korea. For 10 points, name this 1971 film set in North Texas with a closing cinema, the film debut of Cybil
Shepherd.
ANSWER: The Last Picture Show

9) In the video for a song with this name, a singer’s face is placed on all the Spice Girls in a parody of
the “Say You’ll Be There” video. Max Martin implored a writer of a 2018 song with this name to
include a reference to his lyric "Hit me baby, one more time" in the first verse. In another song with
this name, Lisa (*) Coleman apologetically sings she “was dreamin' when [she] wrote this/Forgive [her] if
it goes astray.” For 10 points, give this name of a song by Prince about a year at the tail end of the 20th
century.
ANSWER: “1999”

10) A documentary with this name sees John Entwhistle shoot gold records with a gun. That film with
this name opens at one band’s only appearance on a US variety show, The Smothers Brothers Comedy
Hour, singing “My Generation.” Another film with this name features Tonya and an organic market
owner named Paul who occasionally hook up. That film with this name sees teens, whose parents are
(*) lesbians, contact their birth father, a sperm donor, played by Mark Ruffalo. For 10 points, name these
films, one named for an early song by the Who and the other with Julianna Moore and Annette Benning as
the central couple.
ANSWER: The Kids Are All Right

11) This actress and the Zoe Saldana played Kat are a lesbian couple in college in the fourth vignette of
the film After Sex. Cindy, played by this actress, manipulates Joel Reynolds into slowly giving her
information about his unique extract. A breakup with a concierge named Rachel, played by this
actress, inspires (*) Peter Bretter to write the Dracula musical A Taste of Love. She plays Lori Collins, the
primary love interest of Mark Wahlberg’s John Bennett, in the film Ted. For 10 points, name this
Ukrainian-born American actress that played Jackie in That ‘70s Show.
ANSWER: Mila Kunis

12) Jenn Nkiru and this figure, and three others directed a short film named As Told To G/D Thyself
about this artist during an album creation process. The third volume of an album by this man, titled
“The Historic Repetition,” includes a cover of Debussy’s “Clair De Lune.” This man overlays vocals
of James Wong, Joseph Koo and Ku Chia Hui's from the film Fists of Fury in a track from an album
whose concept is split into Heaven (*) and Earth portions. This man played saxophone throughout
Kendrick Lamar’s To Pimp a Butterfly. For 10 points, name this Jazz Saxophonist of The Epic.
ANSWER: Kamasi Washington



13) In the Dr. Who episode "The Tsuranga Conundrum," Dr. Who saves the ship and gives the Pting an
energy boost by getting it to do this thing. On The Penguins of Madagascar, Rico can usually do this
action, but in the episode “All Choked Up,” he can’t, because of Alice’s medicine, putting his life in
danger. In an episode of (*) Spongebob, Squidward is nice to Spongebob for a day after thinking that he
tricked Spongebob into taking this deadly action with a pie he purchased from pirates. For 10 points, name
this action that a hungry fictional character may take to get rid of an explosive.
ANSWER: Eating a Bomb <Brad>

14) Amna becomes a maid to kill a man known as the “Engineer” by poisoning him in The Nightingale’s
Prayer, a film in this language. A Minister of Health employee named Anis goes on a drug riddled
boat ride with the local elite in a film in this language. Nadine Labaki, a woman that directs films in
this language, wrote about Ukrainian Dancers that drug men with (*) hashish filled pastries in Where
Do We Go Now? Films in this language, by director Henry Barakat, are noted for their depictions of women
drinking and not wearing Hijabs. For 10 points, name this primary language of Egyptian cinema.
ANSWER: Arabic

15) Don Riddell wrote an article claiming that this place was noted for its beer consumption after Glenn
Robinson posted a video of himself chugging Coors Light. Rudy Gobert scored the first points at this
place, and the HP Field House was used in this place until the conference finals. Jimmy (*) Butler
refused to bring his family to this place, calling his experience a “work trip,” and sold cups of coffee for
$20 out of his hotel room. For 10 points, name this place that was comprised of much of Disney’s Wide
World of Sports and 3 of its resorts, where a certain sports league restarted its season in 2020.
ANSWER: The 2020 NBA Bubble <Brad>

16) Comedian Zack Fox shot a humorous video for Viceland trying to make it big at this festival as a
rapper called Breastmilk Alabama. The film Frank sees the title character and his band Soronprfbs
gain a small cult following in the US and play this festival. In 2014, Tyler the Creator was arrested
for “inciting a riot” by telling fans to push past the security at this festival to get into his already
packed (*) show. This festival is almost always meant to coincide with Spring Break of University of
Texas. For 10 points, name this Austin Music Festival with a cardinal name.
ANSWER: South by Southwest [Accept SXSW]

17) The cover of this comic says “Not a trick, but the most startlingly unexpected Turning Point” in the
protagonist's life. Arnold Blumberg suggested that this event ended the Silver Age of Comics and
started the darker Bronze Age. Stan Lee was out of town when this event was orchestrated and tried
to demand its (*) undoing. Physicist James Kakalios concluded that the central person in this event died of
a broken neck. Norman Osborne is killed shortly after this event, which happened at the George
Washington bridge. For 10 points, name this event when Peter Parker failed to save his girlfriend from
dying.
ANSWER: Death of Gwen Stacy [accept The Night That Gwen Stacy Died and give a high five to anyone
who says The Amazing Spider-Man #121] <Brad>

18) Seeing Bruce Lee movies and going to a performance of the play Peking Opera, inspired this person
to initially take up Tai Chi, following a regiment of 7000 squat reps. This Interpol Agent uses the
signature move “Hyakuretsu (*) Kyaku,” and she cameos as a reporter in Capcom’s Mega Man 9. A song
named for this character repeats the line “They Need Rappers like me,” with a female rapper saying “Bitch
it’s King Kong//yes, it’s King Kong.” For 10 points, name this only female in Street Fighter II, a character
from China.



ANSWER: Chun-Li

19) Damon Evans replaced Mike Evans as Lionel from seasons 2 to 4 on this TV show. Until Tyler
Perry’s House of Payne passed it by a single episode, this was the longest running TV show with a
primarily black cast in television history. This TV show’s spinoff Checking In focused on the
housekeeper (*) Florence Johnston, and this show was a spinoff of All in the Family. For 10 points, name
this show featuring Isabel Sanford as Louise, and Sherman Hemsley as George, a 1970s and 1980s CBS
sitcom about a black family from Manhattan.
ANSWER: The Jeffersons <Brad>

20) In Monkey Island, Guybrush first thinks of creating one of these while reading an encyclopedia found
in the stomach of a man-eating snake. In the Elder Scrolls series, the Aldmer created these things,
which they called “waystones.” In Minecraft, these things can be made with four iron (*) ingots and
redstone dust and they can often be purchased from librarian villagers or found in shipwreck chests. In The
Legend of Zelda, these things point to Boss Rooms in dungeons. For 10 points, name these items that aid in
navigation by pointing north.
ANSWER: Compass <Brad>



1) The anime My Love Story!! acts as a deconstruction of the “Shojo” trope of the handsome male protagonist.
For 10 points each:
[10] The central couple of My Love Story!! first meet after the boy, Takeo, saves the girl from someone
groping her on this public transport during peak rush hour. Sad to say, assaults in this place are common in
actual Japan.
ANSWER: The Train [Accept The Subway or Rail]
[10] The anime used the motif of Red and Blue creatures of this type to differentiate the protagonist, Takeo,
from his best friend, Suna.
ANSWER: Ogres
[10] Takeo is shown to be quite good at this sport started in the 19th century that focuses on throws. He
forgets to sign up for this sport in high school, even though he is nationally ranked.
ANSWER: Judo

2) The NCAA will now allow athletes to profit off their own likenesses, opening the way for the return of
NCAA football video games. Name some things about their covers for 10 points each;
[10] In 1997, this Nebraska quarterback became the first player on the cover of an NCAA game. This
player and Shaun Alexander were the only pre-2003 cover winners to not win the Heisman.
ANSWER: Tommy Frazier
[10] 4 different schools, from 4 different conferences, had multiple cover athletes. Name any 2 of those
schools.
ANSWER: [Any 2 of] Florida, Texas, Michigan, and USC
[10] This Gator quarterback appeared on the cover of NCAA 11, This 3-time Heisman finalist won 8 entire
NFL games.
ANSWER: Tim Tebow <Brad>

3) Name some of the various rules of soccer, because I should finally learn them, for 10 points each;
[10] This is the only required protective piece in soccer. Inspired by a greave, this protective piece tends to
be lighter for forwards than for defenders.
ANSWER: Shin guards
[10] If, drunkenly, I were to kick a direct free kick directly into my own goal, this would be the official
ruling, as to how play would proceed next.
ANSWER: A corner kick for the other team
[10] If a defender, not a goalie, catches an obvious would-be goal, a penalty kick happens, as does this
other punishment.
ANSWER: Red Card <Brad>

4) This rapper took part in the best posse track of 2020, the “Ringtone (Remix)” by 100 gecs. For 10 points
each:
[10] Name this rapper, a 2019 XXL Freshman, who in one track says “I’m not your buttercup.” This
Afro-Latina rapper had a Kenny Beats produced project called Anger Management and earlier dropped a
track called “iCarly.”
ANSWER: Rico Nasty [Accept Maria-Cecilia Simone Kelly]
[10] One of her biggest tracks is on Doja Cat’s Amala, with that song using these twins and stars of the 90s
program Sister, Sister as a metaphor for their breasts.
ANSWER: Tia and Tamara Mowry
[10] This rapper has fired shots on Twitter at Rico for liking a meme making fun of this rapper. This rapper,
who is on Gucci Mane’s Label, takes her name from a persona developed by Nicki Minaj in the early
2010s.



ANSWER: Asian Doll [Accept Misharron Jermeisha Allen]

5) Rita Hayworth’s mother, Volga, first made an appearance as a dancer on this theater revue. For 10 points
each:
[10] Name this revue based on the Folies Bergère of Paris, run by the namesake Broadway Impresario. Its
1936 run had music composed by Ira Gershwin and starred people like Bob Hope and Eve Arden.
ANSWER: Ziegfeld Follies
[10] One woman who found success in Ziegfeld Follies is this French Resistance agent known as the
“Creole Goddess,” who refused to sing for King Farouk because he did not recognize a Free France.
ANSWER: Josephine Baker
[10] This actress played Fanny Brice, a woman who finds success in the Ziegfeld Follies, in the film Funny
Girl.
ANSWER: Barbra Streisand

6) Since 1969, more people have walked on the moon than thrown a perfect MLB game. Name some things
about them for 10 points each;
[10] This man’s voice can be heard on Rush’s song “Countdown” and he’s been portrayed by both John
Posey and Ben Marley in film. A major Orlando road is named for him.
ANSWER: John Young
[10] This primary writer of the documentary The Last Man on the Moon appeared in the documentary
CAPCOM GO! in 2019. He roasted Don Rickles on the Dean Martin Celebrity Roast.
ANSWER: Eugene Cernan
[10] This first man to walk on the moon roasted Bob Hope on the Dean Martin Celebrity Roast. He was
played by Ryan Gosling in First Man
ANSWER: Neil Armstrong

7) This artist released a “remix” of Kero Kero Bonito’s song “Fish Bowl” but simply overlaid their vocals
over the original song from Bonito Generation. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this indie artist who eulogized her dog on the song “Sad 2” from the album Zentropy, which
features a cover of that pup with a hat resembling a head of lettuce.
ANSWER: Frankie Cosmos [Accept Great Kline but try not to reveal that information]
[10] A song from Frankie’s follow-up album, The Next Thing, is named for this Greek poet, as she is eyeing
a girl who happens to be reading this woman’s poetry.
ANSWER: Sappho
[10] Frankie Cosmos is actually the daughter of this actor who played weapon expert Otto in a Fish Called
Wanda and Belle’s father Maurice in Disney’s 2017 remake of Beauty and the Beast.
ANSWER: Kevin Kline

8) After a two month break after finishing the editing process of Ashes of Time, this director began filming his
follow-up. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this director who wrote his scenes the night before they were shot for his film Chungking
Express. This Cantonese director also produced the film In the Mood for Love.
ANSWER: Wong Kar-wai
[10] In Chungking Express, He Qiwu eats at least 30 cans of this fruit, since it was his ex’s favorite food,
after he was dumped on April Fools’ Day.
ANSWER: Pineapple



[10] Cop #663 is dumped by a woman in this profession, only for his next girlfriend to take this job. The
title heroine in Jackie Brown works in this profession for a company that operates flights between Mexico
and the US.
ANSWER: Flight Attendant [Accept Steward/Stewardess]

9) One of the biggest football stories of 2019 was Antonio Brown’s humorous, then terrifying, antics. Name
some things about them for 10 points each;
[10] Brown compelled this team to let him go, immediately after they traded a 3rd and 5th to get him.
Brown called GM Mike Mayock a cracker and may have deliberately given himself frostbite in July to
avoid this team.
ANSWER: Las Vegas Raiders [accept Oakland because the team was in Oakland at the time]
[10] Brown’s departure from the Raiders left this tight end as their top receiver. This former Raven missed
all of 2017 for substance abuse issues but is now 5 years clean.
ANSWER: Darren Waller
[10] Antonio Brown originally threatened to leave the Raiders after they tried to enforce an NFL rule
requiring him to replace this object, an “Air Advantage” model.
ANSWER: His Helmet <Brad>

10) This songstress plays Chloe’s muse in a dream episode in the 2nd season of Don't Trust the B---- in
Apartment 23. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this actress and singer whose first album is titled Cuchi-Cuchi. This Spanish talent appeared in a
bit role in the 5th Sharknado film.
ANSWER: Charo [Accept María del Rosario Pilar Martínez Molina Baeza]
[10 In Sharknado 5: Global Swarming, she plays a person in this position. Claire Foy played a woman in
this regal position in the first two seasons of The Crown.
ANSWER: Queen of England
[10] This Cuban bandleader married Charo to allow her to immigrate to the US. This resident bandleader at
the Waldorf-Astoria had his song, “Perfidia,” used in 2046.
ANSWER: Xavier Cugat

11) The namsake boy tries to become a Nazi to fit in, in this director’s film Jojo Rabbit. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this director of 2019’s Jojo Rabbit. This New Zealander also directed Thor: Ragnarok.
ANSWER: Taika Waititi
[10] This American actor plays Captain Klenzendorf in Jojo Rabbit, as well as portraying Billy Bickle in
Seven Psychopaths and Chuck Barris in Confessions of a Dangerous Mind.
ANSWER: Sam Rockwell
[10] Taika Waititi instructed actress Thomasin McKenzie to watch this Winona Ryder film before filming
Jojo Rabbit, where Winonas’ Veronica infiltrates a clique of popular girls with the same name.
ANSWER: Heathers

12) Name some athletes who are having spectacular seasons this year, for 10 points each.
[10] This Ravens kicker has set the record for the longest kick ever, in a walkoff winner over the Lions, and
got selected to a Pro Bowl after leading the league in accuracy. He has distance, clutch, and precision!
ANSWER: Justin Tucker
[10] This Edmonton Oiler is currently leading teammate Connor McDavid to lead the NHL in points and
goals.
ANSWER: Leon Draisaitl



[10] This Japanese-born pitcher won the AL MVP with the Angels after posting a 3.18 ERA as a pitcher
and drilling 46 home runs as a batter,
ANSWER: Oscar Robertson <Brad>

13) I’m tired of all of these questions about high quality TV, like the Kardashians. Here’s some of Time
Magazine’s 10 worst TV shows in 2014, for 10 points each;
[10] Time complained that this $90 million Netflix series had “sluggish drama, laughable nude martial arts,
and a Silk Road caravan laden with embarrassing Orientalism.” It lasted until 2016.
ANSWER: Marco Polo
[10] How I Met Your Mother, introduced, and then killed off, the mother in absurd timing, so Ted could get
with this woman-  “an example of the danger of sticking to a show’s original plan no matter what.”
ANSWER: Robin
[10] John de Mol created this reality show about 15 Americans who went to the middle of nowhere to
create their own society from the ground up. Panned by all people everywhere, it was graciously cancelled
that year.
ANSWER: Utopia <Brad>

14) Want a tragic male hero as the protagonist for your film? Make him an alcoholic. For 10 points each:
[10] Frank is a chronic alcoholic singer who is hired to perform in The Land Around Us, in this film. Grace
Kelly is a frustrated housewife who lost a child to an accident, married to Frank, in this film.
ANSWER: The Country Girl
[10] The Alcoholic Woody from the film Nebraska is played by the patriarch of this acting family. Another
member of this family, with the first name Laura, starred in Blue Velvet and Jurassic Park.
ANSWER: Dern
[10] Alcoholic writer Don Birnam was initially supposed to realize that he has this trait at the end of The
Lost Weekend. Lucas Grabeel has said his character of Ryan was supposed to have this attribute in High
School Musical but Disney said nah.
ANSWER: He is Gay [Accept anything implying Queerness]

15) This music video cuts back multiple times to a spinning, transparent umbrella with the lyrics “La da dee la
da da” written on it. For 10 points each:
[10]  Name this smash hit in the house genre, the debut single from Surprise. Its singer added “She’s
Homeless” in reference to words in the chorus.
ANSWER: “Gypsy Woman”
[10] “Gypsy Woman” singer Crystal Waters had another electronic hit in 2012 in a collab with this duo that
made the swing sampling “We No Speak Americano.” Their name is a reference to a female armed robber
in Pulp Fiction.
ANSWER: Yolanda Be Cool
[10] Weirdly, Crystal Waters also collaborated with this athlete for her song “Just a Freak.” This man,
known as “The Worm,” became known for his highly publicized visits to North Korea in the 2010s.
ANSWER: Dennis Rodman

16) Ads work. So much so that I am writing a bonus on this modern console. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 2019 console brought to us by Google that uses Cloud based streaming. Reviewers have
described it as playing on the computing power of one of Google’s Chromebooks.
ANSWER: Google Stadia



[10] One of the first game’s unveiled to be playable on the Stadia was the Odyssey iteration of this game
series. This Ubisoft franchise originally followed the ancestors of Desmond Miles who combated the
Templars.
ANSWER: Assassin's Creed
[10] The Stadia lead, Jade Raymond, also produced this free-to-play RPG by Ubisoft Montreal about castle
building and assaulting castles.
ANSWER: The Mighty Quest for Epic Loot

17) Name some websites and tech services that were really popular between 2000 and 2010 for 10 points each;
[10] This service sent you somewhere random on the Internet, ideally tailored to your interests, though 5%
of them were ads of some sort. This service starting flailing in 2013 was axed in favor of “Mix” in 2018.
ANSWER: StumbleUpon
[10] Texting a question to 242-242 would get you an answer, usually within a minute, from this text
service. Predictably, it fell apart about the time most people got smartphones and could just Google things.
ANSWR: ChaCha
[10] Tom was your first friend on this website that briefly passed Google as the most visited website on the
Internet in 2006. In the mid 2010s it had a brief resurgence catering to music and bands.
ANSWER: Myspace <Brad>

18) In a marked improvement from previous JCDs, instead of an absurd Stephen King tossup you’ll all drop,
here’s an absurd Stephen King bonus you’ll all 0. For 10 points each;
[10] In a clear ripoff of the previous year’s Simpson’s Movie, this King novel follows Dale, Julia, and Big
Jim trapped in the titular place. Alien “leatherheads” keep them trapped for a sick sense of entertainment.
ANSWER: Under the Dome
[10] In this 1986 novel, the clown Pennywise terrorizes Derry, Maine. Surprisingly, not everything floats,
but the box office seemed to think it did.
ANSWER: It
[10] In this novella from Full Dark, No Stars, Wilfred and Henry James murder Arlette, to prevent her from
selling her 100 acres and moving to Omaha, leaving Wildred’s land unfarmable. To be fair, it’s Omaha, so
she’s basically dead anyway, at least on the inside.
ANSWER: 1922 <Brad>

19) TV Guide put together a list of the 100 best TV episodes ever. Name all of them. Nah, that’s gratuitous.
Name… say… like… oh… say, 3, for 10 points each;
[10] Number one on the list is from Seinfeld, which Peter had already clued twice, so…. The episode
“Chuckles Bites the Dust” from this show sees the titular clown killed during a parade marshalled by Ted
Baxter.
ANSWER: Mary Tyler Moore Show
[10] The pilot of this show finished in the top 10. This show starred Kiefer Sutherland as government agent
Jack Bauer.
ANSWER: 24
[10] The episode “Better Living Through TV,” TVGuide’s #7 episode, came from this show. In that
episode, in which Ralph sells Handy Housewife Helpers on TV, one breaks, forcing Jackie Gleason to ad
lib most of the scene.
ANSWER: The Honeymooners <Brad>

20) As is usual, Texas Football fired and hired a new head coach this last year. Name some things about the
new guy for 10 points each;



[10] This coach was once the up-and-coming star of the coaching world before getting terminated by USC
for being drunk in a game, and drunkenly missing practice. After serving as Alabama’s offensive
coordinator, he’s back!
ANSWER: Steve Sarkisian
[10] The alcohol related offense must have been a hard blow for this alma mater of Sarkisian, the only
Mormon college in Division I football.
ANSWER: Brigham Young University Cougars [prompt on “Cougars”]
[10] Sarkisian got his first big break coaching this other Pac-12 team, where he worked with Desmond
Trufant, Jermaine Kearse, and Donald Butler
ANSWER: Washington Huskies [accept either] <Brad>

21) Given three exclusive games for a video game console, name the console, for 10 points each.
[10] Cuphead, Boost Beast, Jump Rope Challenge.
ANSWER: Nintendo Switch
[10] Astro’s Playroom, Deathloop, Ratchet & Clank: Rift Apart, God of War: Ragnarok. Gran Turismo 7
was originally announced to be exclusive to this new Sony system but is no longer exclusive.
ANSWER: Playstation 5 [do no prompt on “Playstation”]
[10] Seaman, Sonic Shuffle, The Typing of the Dead.
ANSWER: Sega Dreamcast <BK>

22) This is the final bonus of the tournament, so here’s a bonus about the ends of things for 10 points each;
[10] This TV show decided for the series finale that the whole show took place in the mind of an autistic
child who was holding a snowglobe. This 80’s medical drama is still known for the controversial ending.
ANSWER: St. Elsewhere
[10] “Her Majesty” was the final song on this album that also has “Come Together” and “Here Comes the
Sun.” Paul McCartney is barefoot and out of step on the cover of this album.
ANSWER: Abbey Road
[10] Doug Flutie’s legendary “Hail Flutie” play upset this team that was 6-point favorites. Bernie Kosar
passed for a school-record 447 yards against Boston College for this team in that game.
ANSWER: Miami Hurricanes [accept either] <BK>


